HONORARY CHAIR
Hon. William H. Donaldson ’53 B.A.
Chairman
Donaldson Enterprises

CHAIR (JULY 2021)
Neil Nan Peng Shen ’92
Steward of Sequoia
Founding & Managing Partner
Sequoia Capital China

VICE CHAIR (JULY 2021)
Paula J. Volent ’97
CIO
The Rockefeller University

CHAIR (2012 – JUNE 2021)
Timothy C. Collins ’82
CEO & Senior Managing Director
Ripplewood Advisors, LLC

MEMBERS
John H. Augustine ’87
Managing Director
Barclays

G. Leonard Baker, Jr. ’64 B.A.
Partner
Sutter Hill Ventures

Eric P. Bass ’05
Principal
VBCM

Josh Bekenstein ’80 B.A.
Co-Chairman & Managing Director
Bain Capital, LP

Roland W. Betts ’68 B.A.
Founder & Chairman
The Betts Family Foundation
Founder & Chairman
Chelsea Piers, L.P.

Santino Blumetti ’99
Partner & Managing Principal
Rimrock Capital Management, LLC

Martha Finn Brooks ’81 B.A., ’86
Co-Chair of the Board
CARE
Board Member
Volvo AB, Jabil Inc., Constellium SE

Jane Buchan ’86 B.A.
CEO
Martlet Asset Management

Daniel T. Ciporin ’86
CEO & Chairman
HomePlate Acquisition Corp.
Former General Partner
Canaan Partners

Jonathan B. Cummings ’85 B.A.
Former Senior Partner
McKinsey & Company, Inc.

Scott L N Davidson ’93
CEO & Manager
SSD, LLC

Philip Davis ’85
Managing Director
Accenture Strategy

Edward J. De La Rosa ’81
Founder & Past President
De La Rosa & Co.

Jeremy D. Eden ’78 B.A., ’86
Co-CEO
Harvest Earnings

Michael R. Eisenson ’81, ’81 J.D.
Founding Partner & Managing Director
Charlesbank Capital Partners

Charles D. Ellis ’59 B.A.
Consultant on Investing

Pamela A. Farr ’78
Partner
Muirhead Holdings

Edward C. Forst
Chairman & Partner
Lion Capital LLP
Chairman
Leo SPAC initiatives (NYSE)

Frederick Frank ’64 B.A.
Chairman
EVOLUTION Life Science Partners

Robert R. Gould ’81 B.S.
Vice Chairman & Principal
Spinnaker Trust

Gail M. Harrity ’82
Former President & COO
The Philadelphia Museum of Art

Stephen P. Hickey ’83 B.A.
Chairman
Lotus Capital Management

Brad Z. Huang ’90
Managing Director
Vista Equity Partners

Ellis B. Jones ’79
Chairman
Wasserstein & Co.

Brendan Kennedy ’06
Founder and Member of
Board of Directors
Tilray
CEO & Co-Founder
Privateer Holdings

Page Knudsen Cowles ’77 B.A.
Managing Partner
Knudsen Vineyards

Ned Lamont, Jr. ’80
Governor
State of Connecticut

John A. Levin ’60 B.S., ’63 LL.B.
CEO & Senior Portfolio Manager
Levin Capital Strategies, LP

W. Austin Ligon ’80
Angel Investor
Tewada Ventures
Former CEO & Co-Founder
CarMax

Harley Lippman
Founder & CEO
Genesis 10

Raúl Martinez-Ostos Jaye ’87 M.A., ’99
Chairman & CEO
Barclays Mexico

Henry F. McCance ’64 B.A.
Chairman Emeritus
Greylock Partners

Joseph C. McNay ’56 B.A.
Chairman, CIO & Senior Portfolio Manager
Essex Investment Management Company, LLC

Liang Meng ’97
Chairman & CEO
Ascendent Capital Partners Ltd.

Julien R. Mininberg ’86 B.A., ’90
CEO
Helen of Troy Ltd.

Christina Minnis ’87 B.A.
Co-Head of Global Credit Finance &
Global Head of Acquisition Finance
Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.

Arthur Mizne ’95
Founder
M Square Investimentos

Robert R. Morse ’77 B.A.
Executive Chairman
Bridge Investment Group

*Current as of August 2021

Deceased
Yale SOM Board of Advisors (continued)

Sam Oh ’99
Founder, President & CIO
Mountain Capital Management, LLC

Ping Ping ’03
Managing Director
Chengwei Capital

Elizabeth Quattrocchi Knight ’94 M.D., ’94 Ph.D.
Clinical Lecturer
Harvard Medical School
Founder & CEO
Olive Therapeutics, LLC

Jon P. Schotz ’77 B.A., ’81
Managing Partner
Saybrook Fund Advisors, LLC

Jeffrey W. Schroeder ’90
Senior Director
Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.

Stacey D. Seltzer ’98 B.S., ’98 M.S.
Partner
Aisling Capital

John R. Shrewsberry ’92
Former Senior Executive Vice President & CFO
Wells Fargo & Company

Boon Sim ’92
Founder & Managing Partner
Artius Capital Partners

Charles L. Slaughter ’85 B.A., ’90
Founder
TravelSmith & Living Goods
Senior Advisor, TPG’s Rise Fund

Hugh D. Sullivan ’82
Former Senior Advisor
Morgan Stanley

Jane Jie Sun
CEO & Director
Trip.com Group Ltd.

Mary C. Tanner
Senior Managing Director
EVLUTION Life Science Partners

Tito Vidaurre ’90 M.A., ’91
Principal
Castle Road Capital, LLC

Rebecca Vitus Schamis ’00
Consultant
The Acceleration Project

Michael J. Warren ’90 B.A.
Global Managing Director
Albright Stonebridge Group LLC

Daniel H. Weiss ’95
President & CEO
The Metropolitan Museum of Art

Martin M. Werner ’91 Ph.D.
Founder & Managing Partner
DDG Capital Partners

George U. Wyper ’84
Founder & Managing Member
Wyper Capital Management

Bob Xiaoping Xu
Founder
ZhenFund

S. Shirley Yeung ’93
Founder & Managing Partner
Dragornise Capital

EX OFFICIO MEMBERS

Kevin Y. Zhang ’94
Co-Chair
Greater China Board of Advisors

Joaquín Avila ’82
Honorary Chair
Mexico Board of Advisors

Maud S. Daudon ’83
Co-Chair
West Coast Advisory Board

Khush F. Mehta ’92
Co-Chair
West Coast Advisory Board

Jeffrey Juger ’11
Chair
Alumni Advisory Board

Sojung Lee ’13
Vice Chair
Alumni Advisory Board

Maggie Paláu-Hernández, Esq.
Chair
Council of Global Advisors

CO-CHAIRS

Liang Meng ’97
Chairman & CEO
Ascendent Capital Partners Ltd.

Kevin Y. Zhang ’94
Founder & CIO
Hereditas Capital Management

MEMBERS

RAYMOND N. CHANG ’96
Chairman and CEO
Agrify Corporation
Lecturer in the Practice of Entrepreneurship
Yale School of Management

Steven Chapman ’86
Former Group Vice President
Cummins Inc.

Alan Chen ’02
Co-President
Fosun Private Equity

Shirley Chen ’95
Managing Director
CICC
Executive Chairwoman
CICC Investment Management Committee

Raymond Chia ’89
Managing Director
AP Capital Group, Ltd.

Edward J. Fang ’91
President
Living Word High School-China

Brian Gu ’99
Vice Chairman & President
XPENG Inc.

Brad Z. Huang ’90
Chairman
Lotus Capital Management

Wenxi Huang ’12
CEO
Great China International Group
Hotel Management Ltd.

Qing Jia ’01
CEO
Harvest Capital International
Managing Director
Harvest Alternative Investment Group

Robert E. Johnson ’03
Managing Director
JP Morgan Chase & Co.

Yan Liu Johnson ’98
Chairman of the Board & CEO
Wuxi SiFeng Information Technology

David Hui Li ’94
Chairman & CEO
Centurium Capital

Hank Lin ’89
Director of the Board
DE LIN Institute of Technology

Jack Ling ’97
Managing Director & Partner
Prime Capital Management

Gilda Liu ’03
CEO & Director
Lead Fortune Technology

Ping Ping ’03
Managing Director
Chengwei Capital

Yongqiang Qian ’00
Founder & CIO
QQQ Capital Management

Colm Rafferty ’04
Vice President — Developing Markets
Vermeer Corporation
Chairman
Vermeer China

Dan Rupp ’06
Research Director
Overlook Investments Ltd.

Sally Lihong Shan ’97
Managing Director
HarbourVest Investment Consulting (Beijing) Company Ltd.

Neil Nan Peng Shen ’82
Steward of Sequoia
Foudning & Managing Partner
Sequoia Capital China

Eddie Tam ’93
Founder, CEO & CIO
Central Asset Investments

Derek S. Wang ’89
Chairman of the Board
China Chemical & Pharmaceutical Group

Sam Wong ’89
Executive Director
China Renewable Energy Executive Director
HKC Holdings

Kevin Ye ’04
CEO
Salubris Pharmaceuticals

S. Shirley Yeung ’93
Founder & Managing Partner
Dragornise Capital

Wayne Zhang ’96
Founding Managing Partner
LDV Partners

Feng Zhou ’03
Co-Founder & CFO
Jianke.com

EX OFFICIO MEMBERS

Kevin Y. Zhang ’94
Co-Chair
Greater China Board of Advisors

Joaquín Ávila ’82
Honorary Chair
Mexico Board of Advisors

Maud S. Daudon ’83
Co-Chair
West Coast Advisory Board

Khush F. Mehta ’92
Co-Chair
West Coast Advisory Board

Jeffrey Juger ’11
Chair
Alumni Advisory Board

Sojung Lee ’13
Vice Chair
Alumni Advisory Board

Maggie Paláu-Hernández, Esq.
Chair
Council of Global Advisors

Danny Hui Li ’94
Chairman & CEO
Centurium Capital

Hank Lin ’89
Director of the Board
DE LIN Institute of Technology

Jack Ling ’97
Managing Director & Partner
Prime Capital Management

Gilda Liu ’03
CEO & Director
Lead Fortune Technology

Ping Ping ’03
Managing Director
Chengwei Capital

Yongqiang Qian ’00
Founder & CIO
QQQ Capital Management

Colm Rafferty ’04
Vice President — Developing Markets
Vermeer Corporation
Chairman
Vermeer China

Dan Rupp ’06
Research Director
Overlook Investments Ltd.

Sally Lihong Shan ’97
Managing Director
HarbourVest Investment Consulting (Beijing) Company Ltd.

Neil Nan Peng Shen ’82
Steward of Sequoia
Foudning & Managing Partner
Sequoia Capital China

Eddie Tam ’93
Founder, CEO & CIO
Central Asset Investments

Derek S. Wang ’89
Chairman of the Board
China Chemical & Pharmaceutical Group

Sam Wong ’89
Executive Director
China Renewable Energy Executive Director
HKC Holdings

Kevin Ye ’04
CEO
Salubris Pharmaceuticals

S. Shirley Yeung ’93
Founder & Managing Partner
Dragornise Capital

Wayne Zhang ’96
Founding Managing Partner
LDV Partners

Feng Zhou ’03
Co-Founder & CFO
Jianke.com

EX OFFICIO MEMBERS

Kevin Y. Zhang ’94
Co-Chair
Greater China Board of Advisors

Joaquín Ávila ’82
Honorary Chair
Mexico Board of Advisors

Maud S. Daudon ’83
Co-Chair
West Coast Advisory Board

Khush F. Mehta ’92
Co-Chair
West Coast Advisory Board

Jeffrey Juger ’11
Chair
Alumni Advisory Board

Sojung Lee ’13
Vice Chair
Alumni Advisory Board

Maggie Paláu-Hernández, Esq.
Chair
Council of Global Advisors

Danny Hui Li ’94
Chairman & CEO
Centurium Capital

Hank Lin ’89
Director of the Board
DE LIN Institute of Technology

Jack Ling ’97
Managing Director & Partner
Prime Capital Management

Gilda Liu ’03
CEO & Director
Lead Fortune Technology

Ping Ping ’03
Managing Director
Chengwei Capital

Yongqiang Qian ’00
Founder & CIO
QQQ Capital Management

Colm Rafferty ’04
Vice President — Developing Markets
Vermeer Corporation
Chairman
Vermeer China

Dan Rupp ’06
Research Director
Overlook Investments Ltd.

Sally Lihong Shan ’97
Managing Director
HarbourVest Investment Consulting (Beijing) Company Ltd.

Neil Nan Peng Shen ’82
Steward of Sequoia
Foudning & Managing Partner
Sequoia Capital China

Eddie Tam ’93
Founder, CEO & CIO
Central Asset Investments

Derek S. Wang ’89
Chairman of the Board
China Chemical & Pharmaceutical Group

Sam Wong ’89
Executive Director
China Renewable Energy Executive Director
HKC Holdings

Kevin Ye ’04
CEO
Salubris Pharmaceuticals

S. Shirley Yeung ’93
Founder & Managing Partner
Dragornise Capital

Wayne Zhang ’96
Founding Managing Partner
LDV Partners

Feng Zhou ’03
Co-Founder & CFO
Jianke.com
Yale SOM Mexico Board of Advisors

HONORARY CHAIR
Joaquín Ávila ’82
Co-Founder
EMX Capital

CO-CHAIRS
Raúl Martínez-Ostos Jaye ’97
M.A., ’99
Chairman & CEO
Barclays Mexico

Tito Vidaurre ’90 M.A., ’91
Principal
Castle Road Capital, LLC

MEMBERS
Patricia Calvo ’01
Senior Director, Analytical Manager
Standard & Poor’s, Corporate Ratings

Ricardo Cervera ’00
Founding Partner
VACE Partners

Rocio Conseguirra ’95
Founder & Director
evolve! People & Process Management

Juana Cuevas ’96
Co-Founder
Muy Mexicanas

Alejandro Díaz de León ’95
Governor
Banco de México

Manuel J. Gómez ’95
Founder & CEO
360 Energy Solutions De Mexico

Jaime González Aguadé ’96
Former President
National Banking and Securities Commission

Arturo González-Arquieita ’86
Independent Consultant

Pablo Heredia Gonzalez ’15
Head of Consumer Operations
Alphacredit

Jorge A. Hinojosa ’09
Co-Founder & CEO
Eucalyptus Medical

Perla Jiménez Bahena ’17
Operations Director, Chief of Staff
Trefilia Capital (Private Family Office)

Carlos López-Moctezuma ’07
CEO
Bancoppel
Corporate Head of Financial Services
Coppel S.A. de C.V.

Carlos Mancera ’19
Head of Business Development
Cultiba

Ricardo Martinez Zambrano ’11
Director of Supply Chain
Citrofruit

Felipe Miranda Escudero ’11
Vice President
BlackRock Real Assets

Rodolfo P. Perez ’03
Managing Director
Investment Banking Division
Goldman, Sachs & Co.

Manuel Ramos Sierra ’02
Managing Director, Portfolio Manager & CIO
Credit Suisse Asset Management, México Credit Opportunities Trust

Carlos J. Represas ’08
Director
Amskap Americas Capital Partners

Gaston Sosa de la Torre ’94
M.A., ’96
Chairman
Aktiva Capital SC

Alfredo Vara Alonso ’94 M.A., ’96
Chairman of the Board
CH HLDCCO S.A.P.I. de C.V.

Carlos Vara Alonso ’94 M.A., ’96
Founding Partner
VACE Partners

Manuel Villalvaizo ’06
Managing Director, Investment Banking
Citigroup

Martin M. Werner ’91 Ph.D.
Founder & Managing Partner
DD3 Capital Partners

Yale SOM West Coast Advisory Board

CO-CHAIRS
Maud S. Daudon ’83
Executive Leader
Career Connect Washington

Khush F. Mehta ’92
CEO
Cellwork Group Inc.
Chairman
Arterys Inc.

MEMBERS
Mina Choo ’94
Managing Director
RBC Capital Markets Corp.

David Christensen ’85
Co-President
Milestone Holdings

Sriram P. Das ’04
Managing Director
Das & Co.

Joseph P. Fahey ’97
Principal
Balboa Retail Partners

Chris Gklaros-Stavropoulos ’00
B.A., ’06
Managing Director, Global Partnerships
Google Inc.

Peter H. Hambling ’82
Retired Co-Founder & Co-Owner
Digital Control Inc.

Stacy S. Hammond ’01
Managing Director
Charles Schwab & Co., Inc.

Jason R. Harp ’12
CEO
Pacific Air Industries / Air Cert

Peter E. Harrington ’93
CEO
First Databank Inc., a Hearst Company

Robert C. Katter ’89
President
PSM Industries

Erik M. Wohlgemuth ’89 B.A., ’97
Chairman of the National Board
Juma Ventures

Meaghan R. McGrath ’15, ’16 M.E.M.
Director of Product Development
Local Bounti

Robin Mendelson ’96
Senior Fellow
Harvard Advanced Leadership Initiative

Jake Miller ’07 B.A., ’14
Fairview Capital

Peter T. Martenson ’00
Partner
Eaton Partners, a Stifel Company

Dipika M. Matthias ’94
Deputy Director, Nutrition
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation

Marcus A. Matthias ’94
Group Product Manager
Al Jazeera Media Network

Meaghan R. McGrath ’15, ’16 M.E.M.
Director of Product Development
Local Bounti

Robin Mendelson ’96
Senior Fellow
Harvard Advanced Leadership Initiative

Deryck K. O’Brien ’99
Chairman of the National Board
Juma Ventures

Craig Paulin ’85
President
PSM Industries

M. Barton Waring ’87
Retired CFO for Investment Policy & Strategy
Barclays Global Investors

Michael Winnick ’93
Chairman of the National Board
Juma Ventures

Erik M. Wohlgemuth ’89 B.A., ’97
Chairman of the National Board
Juma Ventures

(continued on next page)
Yale SOM Alumni Advisory Board

CHAIR
Jeffrey Juger ’11
Deputy General Manager
JinkoSolar (U.S.) Inc.

VICE CHAIR
Sojung Lee ’13 M.A.M.
Vice President
Asia Pacific and Japan, SolarWinds

SECRETARY
Matthew Broder ’81 B.A., ’87
Vice President, Public Affairs
Financial Accounting Foundation

DIRECTORS AT LARGE
Ramin Abtahi ’02
Head of Customer Success
Slack’s Enterprise Financial Services, North America
Jill Govan Bauman ’87
President & CEO
Imagine LA
Joseph Brandifino ’18
Director, Production Security & Intelligence
Netflix
Fay Chen ’08
Executive Director
Morgan Stanley
Benjamin Freedman ’15
Chief of Staff
New Culture
Claudia S. Gourdon ’78
Senior Vice President
M&T Bank
Manka Khanna ’18
Commercial Excellence — Upstream & Integrated Gas
Royal Dutch Shell
Mandy Krumnow ’18
Vice President and Head of Scientific Affairs
Applied Therapeutics
Vivian Li ’13 M.A.M.
Founding Partner of Beijing DRGs Tech Co., Ltd.
Director
Yale Healthcare Club of China

Charles Liu ’11
Executive Director
Citi
Tony Lynn ’14
Global Program Manager
Facebook
Shannon Marimón ’10
Executive Director
ReadyCT
Soji Maurice-Diya ’10
Commercial Officer
American Tower
Victor Padilla-Taylor ’15
Director of Mentor, Advisor, and Partner Networks
Tsai CITY
Yale University
David Pearlstone ’10
CEO
DicomDirector
Gilbert F. Santa Maria ’91
President & COO
Philippine Airlines
Olabosipo Sawyerr-Bassey ’07
Global Lead — Engagement and Growth Strategy
Prodigy Finance
Stuart Tarmy ’87
COO
Contract Leasing Corp.

Yale SOM West Coast Advisory Board

EX OFFICIOS MEMBERS
Santino Blumetti ’99
Partner & Managing Principal
Rimrock Capital Management, LLC
Philip Davis ’85
Managing Director
Accenture Strategy
Edward J. De La Rosa ’81
Founder & Past President
De La Rosa & Co.
Brad Z. Huang ’90
Chairman
Lotus Capital Management
Jon P. Schotz ’77 B.A., ’81
Managing Partner
Saybrook Fund Advisors, LLC
John R. Shrewsberry ’92
Former Senior Executive Vice President
& CFO
Wells Fargo & Company
Charles L. Slaughter ’85 B.A., ’90
Founder
TravelSmith & Living Goods
Senior Advisor, TPG’s Rise Fund

EX OFFICIOS MEMBERS
Charles Liu ’11
Executive Director
Citi
Tony Lynn ’14
Global Program Manager
Facebook
Shannon Marimón ’10
Executive Director
ReadyCT
Soji Maurice-Diya ’10
Commercial Officer
American Tower
Victor Padilla-Taylor ’15
Director of Mentor, Advisor, and Partner Networks
Tsai CITY
Yale University
David Pearlstone ’10
CEO
DicomDirector
Gilbert F. Santa Maria ’91
President & COO
Philippine Airlines
Olabosipo Sawyerr-Bassey ’07
Global Lead — Engagement and Growth Strategy
Prodigy Finance
Stuart Tarmy ’87
COO
Contract Leasing Corp.
Yale SOM Council of Global Advisors

CHAIR
Maggie Paláu-Hernández, Esq.
Founder & CEO
Hernández Ventures

MEMBERS
Buford Alexander
Former Senior Partner Emeritus
McKinsey & Company

Hani Al-Qadi
Chairman
Arab Jordan Investment Bank
Managing Director
Mediterranean Tourism Investment Co.

Sharyar Aziz ‘74 B.A.
Managing Director
UBS Investment Bank

Dominic Barton
Ambassador of Canada to the People’s Republic of China

Elizabeth Berry Gips ‘89
Chief Strategy Officer
Village Health Works
Board Chair
African Leadership Foundation

Eric Braverman ’97 B.A., ’02 J.D.
CEO
Schmidt Futures
Lecturer in the Practice of Government
Yale School of Management

Martha Finn Brooks ’81 B.A., ’86
Co-Chair of the Board
CARE
Board Member
Volkswagen AG, Iabil Inc., Constellation SE

Raymond N. Chang ’96
Chairman & CEO
Agrify Corporation
Lecturer in the Practice of Entrepreneurship
Yale School of Management

Steven Chapman ’85
Former Group Vice President
Cummins Inc.

Bob Diamond
Founder & CEO
Atlas Merchant Capital LLC

Zach Du Chao
Champion for Children
UNICEF

Rajeev Dubey ’82
Group President, HR & Corporate Services & CEO, After-Market Sector
Mahindra & Mahindra

Donald Gips ’89
CEO
Skoll Foundation

Thomas Glocer ’84 J.D.
Executive Chairman & Founder
BlueVoyant LLC
Executive Chairman & Founder
Capitalis Inc.

Roland A. Hernández
Retired Chairman of the Board
Belmond Ltd.

Stephen Haber ’83
Former Vice Chairman
Tokyo Electric Power Company Holdings

Steven Kauderer ’89
Senior Partner
McKinsey & Company

Brian B. Koo
CEO
LB Investment/LB Private Equity

James A. Lawrence ’74 B.A.
Chairman
Lake Harriet Capital LLC

Richard Leventhal
Chairman & CEO
Fedway Associates

Sarena Lin ’96, ’98 M.A.
Chief Transformation & Talent Officer
Bayer

Ken McKenna ’76 B.A., ’78 Ph.D.
Former Founder & Head
McKenna & Associates, LLC

Catherine Moukheibir ’81 M.A., ’88
Chairman
MedDay Pharma

Eduardo Muñoz
Founder & CEO
GK Ventures
Founder
Renova

Albert H. Nahmad
Chairman & CEO
Watsco, Inc.

Sunil Nair ’95
Former Founding Partner
MOVE Capital

Díaz Nesamoney
Founder, President & CEO
Jiovis Corporation

Rock G. Positano ’89 M.B.A.
Director
Non-surgical Foot and Ankle Center
Hospital for Special Surgery

Manjit Rajani
Group Chairman
Mortice & Tenon Group of Companies

Tandean Rustandy
CEO
PT Arwana Citramulia Tbk

Henry B. Schacht ’56 B.S.
Special Limited Partner
Warburg Pincus LLC

Sir Martin Sorrell
Executive Chairman
S4 Capital
Senior Monk
Media.Monks

Alice Steenland ’03
Chief Corporate Sustainability Officer
Dassault Systèmes

Robert Thomson
Chief Executive
News Corp

Paul Tregidgo
Former Vice Chairman,
Debt Capital Markets
Credit Suisse
Advisory Council Chair
Center for Financial Inclusion

Irina Vekselberg ’05
Corporate Finance
Trilogy Capital Group

Gita Irawan Wirjawan
Founder & Chairman
Ancora Group

Steven Xiang
Executive Director & CEO
Huaxin Media Group Limited

Ken Xu
Win-Light Capital

Shah Yee
Managing Partner
Chengwei Capital

Mark E. Zmijewski
Charles T. Horngren Professor of Accounting
The University of Chicago Booth School of Business

Deborah Zurkow ’87
Global Head of Investments
Allianz Global Investors

EX OFFICIO MEMBERS
Neil Nan Peng Shen ’92
Chair
Board of Advisors

Paula J. Volent ’97
Vice Chair
Board of Advisors

Neil Nan Peng Shen ’92
Chair
Board of Advisors

Paula J. Volent ’97
Vice Chair
Board of Advisors

EX OFFICIO MEMBERS
Neil Nan Peng Shen ’92
Chair
Board of Advisors

Paula J. Volent ’97
Vice Chair
Board of Advisors

EX OFFICIO MEMBERS
Neil Nan Peng Shen ’92
Chair
Board of Advisors

Paula J. Volent ’97
Vice Chair
Board of Advisors
**HONORARY CHAIR**
Andrew J. Redleaf ’78 B.A., ’78 M.A.
Former CEO & Founder
Whitebox Advisors, LLC

**CO-CHAIRS**
Holcombe T. Green III ’97
Managing Director
Lazard

Sally Rocker ’81
Managing Director
J.C. Flowers & Co.

**MEMBERS**
Herbert A. Allen III ’89
CEO & President
Allen & Company

Valentina Antill ’94
Managing Director
Global Head of Cross-Border & Public Sector Solutions
Citigroup — Global Markets, Americas

Adam M. Blumenthal ’99
Managing General Partner
Blue Wolf Capital Partners LLC

W. Montgomery Cerf ’83
Managing Director
UBS Financial Services Inc.
Montclair Investment Partners

Rufus Putnam Coes III ’94
Partner & CEO
LL Funds, LLC

Mary D’Onofrio ’18
Partner
Bessemer Venture Partners

Robert W. Davis ’97
Founder & Managing Partner
Nebrodi Partners

Andrea Frazzini ’06 Ph.D.
Principal
AQR Capital Management

Managing Member
Brooknoll Advisors LLC

Juan Carlos Garcia
Managing Director
Quadrant Capital Advisors, Inc.

Andrew Kevin Golden ’89
President
Princeton University Investment Company

Steven H. Kasoff ’93 B.A.
Former Partner
Elliott Management Corporation

Vivek Ladsaria ’15
General Partner
SineWave Ventures

Andrea Lervae ’83
President Emerita
Prosperity Now

Lingfeng Li ’03 Ph.D.
Managing Partner & CEO
Coordinates Capital Management

Rebecca E. Lilly ’98
Financial Advisor, Investing with Impact Director, Family Wealth Director, U.S. Government Entity Specialist
Morgan Stanley Wealth Management

Jack Ling ’97
Managing Director & Partner
Prime Capital Management

Andrea Baumann Lustig ’86
Managing Partner
Fischer Stralem Advisors

Adil Rahmathulla ’04
Co-Founder & Partner
I Squared Capital Partners

Charles M. Royce
President & CIO
Royce & Associates

Elena K. Sands ’91
Senior Investment Officer
The Metropolitan Museum of Art

Marco Sesana ’04
CEO & Country Manager
Generali Italia

Steven M. Silver ’90 B.A.
Senior Managing Director
Centerbridge Partners

Eddie Tam ’93
Founder, CEO & CIO
Central Asset Investments

Sandra A. Urie ’85
Chairman Emerita
Cambridge Associates, LLC

Paolo Zannoni ’87 M.Phil., ’87 M.A.
Chairman & Executive Director
Prada Group

**Entrepreneurship Advisory Board**

**CO-CHAIRS**
Seth Goldman ’95
Founder & CEO
PLNT Burger and Eat the Change
Founder & TeaCEO Emeritus
Honest Tea

Nancy Pfund ’82
Founder & Managing Partner
DBL Partners

**MEMBERS**
Abby M. Adelman ’86
CEO & Founder
Boardspan

Eric P. Bass ’05
Principal
VBCM

Alexander L. Brown ’92
Founder & CEO
10th Magnitude

Daniel T. Ciporin ’86
CEO & Chairman
HomePlate Acquisition Corp.
Former General Partner
Canaan Partners

David M. Coit ’69 B.A.
Founder & Managing Director
North Atlantic Capital Corporation

John G. Conley ’85
CEO
Entrepreneurship For All, Inc.

Sasson Darwish ’94
Managing Director
RBC Capital Markets

Neil Diamond ’15
CEO & Founder
Hill House Home

Joshua G. Geballe ’97 B.A., ’02
CEO & Commissioner for the Department of Administrative Services
State of Connecticut

Joseph G. Greenberg ’83 B.S.
President & CEO
Alta Resources, LLC

Stephen Knight, ’90 M.D., ’90
President & Managing Partner
F-Prime Capital

Karen T. Tsay ’00
CEO
Commure, Inc.

Jay S. Yadav M.D. ’79 B.S.
Founder & CEO
MiRus
Yale Center Beijing Advisory Committee

CHAIR
Neil Nan Peng Shen '92*
Steward of Sequoia
Founding & Managing Partner
Sequoia Capital China

VICE CHAIR
Bob Xiaoping Xu* Founder
ZhenFund

MEMBERS
Laura Cha* Chairman
Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Ltd.

Chengyu Fu* Former Chairman
China Petroleum and Chemical Corporation (Sinopec)

Maurice R. Greenberg Chairman & CEO
Starr Insurance Companies

Carla Hills '58 LL.B.* Chair & CEO
Hills & Company International Consultants

Brad Z. Huang ’90* Chairman
Lotus Capital Management

Huateng Ma* Co-Founder, Chairman of the Board & CEO
Tencent

Clark T. Randt, Jr. ’68 B.A.* President
Randt & Co. LLC

Jane Jie Sun* CEO & Director
Tri.com Group Ltd.

Jing Tsu Professor of East Asian Languages and Literatures & Comparative Literature and Chair, Council on East Asian Studies
Yale University

Qi Wang* Co-Founder
ZhenFund

Yuanqing Yang* Chairman & CEO
Lenovo

Lei Zhang ’02, ’02 M.A. Founder & CEO
Hillhouse Capital Management Group, Ltd.

Xinsheng Zhang* President
International Union for Conservation of Nature
Director
Guang Yang Forum

Qingzhi Zhou* Chairman & President of the Narada Holding Group
Founder of Narada Foundation

Ambassador Wenzhong Zhou Secretary-General Boao Forum for Asia Vice President
China-US People’s Friendship Association

EX OFFICIO MEMBERS
Liang Meng ’97 Chairman & CEO
Ascendent Capital Partners Limited

Kevin Zhang ’94 Founder & CIO
Hereditas Capital Management

Yale Center for Business and the Environment Advisory Board

CHAIR
Lindsey Brace Martinez ’95, ’95 MES Founder & Managing Partner
StarPoint Advisors, LLC

Bruce A. Phillips ’84, ’84 MFS Partner
The NorthBridge Group

MEMBERS
John Cogan ’99 Partner
Centerview Partners

Marc Daudon ’82 Principal & Co-Founder
Cascadia Consulting Group

Dan Emmett Chairman
Douglas Emmett, Inc

Donovan Ervin ’20, ’20 MEM Independent Consultant
Paulette Frank ’96 MEM Vice President for Environment, Health, Safety & Sustainability
Johnson & Johnson Consumer Companies, Inc.

Bryan Garcia ’00 MEM President & CEO
Connecticut Green Bank

Daniel Gross ’92 B.A. ’98, ’98 MEM Lecturer
Yale School of the Environment

Namrita Kapur ’97, ’97 MEM Lecturer in the Practice
Yale School of Management
Resident Fellow
Yale Center for Business & the Environment

Liddy Karter ’84 Managing Director
Enhanced Capital Partners, LLC

Radha Kuppalli ’06, ’06 MEM Managing Director, Investor Service
New Forests

Joanne V. Landau ’84 President & Corporate Director
Kurtsam Realty Corp.

Jan Lo ’98 B.A. Co-Founder & CEO
Lo & Sons

Tricia Napor ’09 Director of Employee Relations
Yale University

Vince Perez Founder & Chairman
Altemergy Partners

Rosemary Ripley ’76 B.A., ’80 Managing Director
NSEN Partners

Andrew Sabin President
Andrew Sabin Family Foundation

Dylan Simonds ’00, ’00 MEM Private Investor
President
Dylan Todd Simonds Foundation

David Sobotka ’78 B.A. Principal
Go Yard, LLC

Deborah Spalding ’07 M.F. Co-Chief Investment Officer
Commonfund

* Executive Council
**Yale SOM Center for Customer Insights**

**CHAIR**
Jonathan B. Cummings ’85 B.A.
Former Senior Partner
McKinsey & Company, Inc.

**MEMBERS**

**Kofi Amoo-Gottfried**
Vice President, Marketing
DoorDash

**Michel Bakker**
Vice President, Global Programs for
Real Estate & Workplace Services
Google

**Christine Barton ’99 J.D.**
Partner & Managing Director
The Boston Consulting Group

**Melville E. Blake Ill ’80**
Principal
Stern Strategy Group

**Claire M. Burns ’96**
Chief Marketing and
Communications Officer, The
Hartford

**Philip Davis ’85**
Managing Director
Accenture Strategy

**Sara Dent ’86**
Trustee
Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution

**James A. Firestone ’78**
Retired President, Corporate
Operations NA & Executive Vice President
Xerox Corporation

**Thomas E. Gage ’80**
CEO & Managing Director
Marconi Pacific, LLC

**Stephan Gans**
Senior Vice President, Chief Insights & Analytics Officer
PepsiCo

**Jami Guthrie**
Vice President – Consumer Insights
McDonald’s Corporation

**Edward S. Harrington ’87**
Chairman & Innovation
Process Consultant
Ideas to Go, Inc.

**Tariq Hassan**
Chief Marketing Officer
Petco

**Todd Kaplan ’06**
Vice President, Marketing
PepsiCo

**Rohit Kichlu**
CEO
Windsor Center For Digestive Health

**Antonio Lucio**
Executive Fellow
Yale School of Management

**Pavan Mamidi**
Associate Professor, IIM-A & Affiliated Professor
Harvard Law School

**Ross Martin**
CEO
Blackbird

**Kathy McGettrick**
Vice President, Market Development & Insights and Client Advocacy Officer
IBM Corporation

**Kalindi Mehta**
Insights & Analytics
Colgate-Palmolive

**Anil Menon**
EVP, Community & Urban Services
Sharecare

**Vikram Nangia**
Senior Vice President, Credit & Collections
Charter Communications

**Kristen O’Hara**
Chief Business Officer
Hearst Magazines

**Raja Rajamanan**
Chief Marketing & Communications Officer
MasterCard

**Humam Sakhnini ’01**
President
King Digital Entertainment, Ltd.

**Linda Schupack ’83 B.A., ’92**
President of Marketing
Entertainment Networks at AMC

**Donna Tuths ’89**
Chief Transformation & Innovation
Officer, Chief Marketing Officer
Sutherland

**Vanessa Vachon**
Head of Analytics
Seagen (Biotech)

**Yale SOM Program on Financial Stability**

**CHAIR**
Timothy F. Geithner
President
Warburg Pincus
Former Secretary of the Treasury and former President & CEO
Federal Reserve Bank of New York

**MEMBERS**

**Dr. Zeti Akhtar Aziz**
Co-Chair
Board of Governors of Asia School of Business
Former Governor
Bank Negara Malaysia

**Ben Bernanke**
Distinguished Fellow in Residence, Economic Studies
Brookings Institution
Former Chairman
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System

**Agustin Carstens**
General Manager
Bank for International Settlements
Former Governor
Bank of Mexico

**Stijn Claessens**
Head of Financial Stability Policy & Deputy Head of Monetary and Economic Department
Bank for International Settlements

**Anthony J. Dowd**
Special Assistant
Office of Paul A. Volcker

**Arminio Fraga**
Founding Partner
Gavea Investimentos
Former Governor
Bank of Brazil

**Austan D. Goolsbee ’91 B.A., ’91 M.A.**
Robert P. Gwinn Professor of Economics
University of Chicago
Booth School of Business

**Michael Greenstone**
Milton Friedman Distinguished Service Professor in Economics
The College & The Harris School Director
Becker Friedman Institute, The University of Chicago

**Richard J. Herring**
Jacob Safra Professor of International Banking
University of Pennsylvania

**Henry M. Paulson, Jr.**
Chairman
Paulson Institute at the University of Chicago
Former U.S. Secretary of the Treasury

**Kenneth Rogoff ’75 B.A., ’75 M.A.**
Thomas D. Cabot Professor of Public Policy & Professor of Economics
Harvard University
Former Chief Economist
International Monetary Fund

**Roberta Romano ’80 J.D.**
Sterling Professor of Law
Yale Law School Director
Yale Law School Center for the Study of Corporate Law

**David Scharfstein**
Edmund Cogswell Converse Professor of Finance & Banking
Harvard Business School

**Tharman Shanmugaratnam**
Deputy Prime Minister & Coordinating Minister for Economic and Social Policies
Singapore

**Masaaki Shirakawa**
Professor of International Economics
Aoyama Gakuin University
Former Governor
Bank of Japan

**Daniel K. Tarullo**
Professor of International Financial and Economic Department
Harvard Law School
Former Governor
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System

**Sir Paul Tucker**
Chair
The Systemic Risk Council
Former Deputy Governor
Bank of England
The Yale School of Management is grateful to the following individuals, corporations, and foundations for providing leadership gifts to the school. This list recognizes those who made gifts, pledges, and pledge payments of $10,000 or more to Yale SOM between July 1, 2020, and June 30, 2021.

$100,000–$149,999

William S. Beinecke '86 B.A.
Campbell Soup Company
Chatham
Alan Senchina, ME '01
Shirley Chen '95
Deloitte
Jeremy D. Eden '90 B.A., '90 M.D.

$150,000–$199,999

Robert Bruce Shaw '89 Ph.D.
Heloisa and Arthur Mizne '95

$200,000–$249,999

Yale SOM Alumni

$250,000–$499,999

Shanna and Eric Bass '05
Bloombberg Philanthropies
Seth Brody '98 B.A. and Family

$500,000–$999,999

Tiffany and Raymond N. Chang '96
Horsewale Goldsmith Foundation
Xin He and Jack Ling '97

$1,000,000–$1,999,999

Anonymous Yale SOM Alumni

$10,000,000+

Jacqueline and David A. Rubenstein '79 B.A., '80

Leadership Giving

The Yale School of Management is grateful to the following individuals, corporations, and foundations for providing leadership gifts to the school. This list recognizes those who made gifts, pledges, and pledge payments of $10,000 or more to Yale SOM between July 1, 2020, and June 30, 2021.
Yale SOM alumni gave a record-breaking total of $5.2 million to the Yale SOM Alumni Fund in the 2020–21 fiscal year. Generous giving to the fund, which directly supports Yale SOM’s strategic priorities, allowed the school to adapt to the pandemic, continue to design and implement curricular innovations, and expand scholarship support for students while also balancing its annual budget. Overall, gifts and commitments from Yale SOM’s alumni and friends totaled $45.8 million.

The dollar total given to the Alumni Fund surpassed $5 million for the first time, breaking the previous record of $4.4 million, set in 2018–19.

Despite the constraints imposed by the pandemic, including a pause on outreach to the Class of 2020, 46.9% of alumni participated in the Alumni Fund, the highest percentage for any Yale school, including Yale College. More than 130 alumni joined the Dean’s Society by donating $1,000 or more to Yale SOM for the first time.

The list recognizes all donor gifts, single and multi-year pledges, and pledge payments made to the Alumni Fund between July 1, 2020, and June 30, 2021, and includes participation percentages by class.
CLASS OF 1981
Participation: 79.1%
Class Agents: Joan Ruth K. Baumann, Lisa Pfeiffer Chapman, Joelynn K. Gray, Rudolf A. Hokanson, David R. Krimm, & Louis A. Martarano

Chair's Circle
Michael R. Eisenson
Peter F. Gerrity
Thomas Halsey
Andrew P. Burns
Lori Y. Chan
Doug Faber
Amy J. Goldman
Joey Klans
Rudolf A. Hokanson
Deana D. Kizer
Paul E. Ladd
Patrick J. Landers
Susan Cunningham Landers
Sally A. Rockey
Dave B. Wiley
Supporting Gifts
Edgar L. Anderson, Jr.
Alyx Antioniu
Joan Ruth K. Baumann
Wickham A. Boyle
Susan C. Buntaine
Steven A. Carples
Steven M. Lyons
Mark E. Manzon
Marylin Martin Mark
Judith W. Penwell
Nancy J. Phillips
Patrice M. Pitts
James B. Querry
Judith F. Samuelson
Janice N. Seeler
Martin K. Shofner
Melissa M. Stone
Kay Tousley
Vera J. Wientraub
Anonymous

CLASS OF 1982
Participation: 43.7%
Class Agent: Clark Herring

Innovators Circle
Teresa Clare Barger
Marc D. Daucon
Fuaad El-Hibbi
Peter Haamling
Fellows Circle
David S. Daniel
Clark B. Herring
Kenneth L. Kring
Stewards Circle
Joaquín Avila
David W. Barnard
Betsy Hewett
Barbara Jo Pease
Supporting Gifts
Michael A. Barzelay
Elizabeth T. Bates
Janis Ann Bowerson
Lisa Ellen Dorn
Thomas Castelnuovo
Cynthia P. Cobbs
William R. de Jonge
Michael P. Dowling
Ken A. Goldston
Amy P. Ginsburg
Meryl Beth Gole
Stewart A. Halpier
Thomas R. Jacob
Timothy L. Liang
Amy Linden
Yan Poh Loh
Liane G. Luke
Tom M. Lyons
John R. Maier
Mark E. Manzon
Marylin Martin Mark
Judith W. Penwell
Nancy J. Phillips
Patrice M. Pitts
James B. Querry
Judith F. Samuelson
Janice N. Seeler
Martin K. Shofner
Melissa M. Stone
Kay Tousley
Vera J. Wientraub
Anonymous

CLASS OF 1983
Participation: 93.1%
Class Agent: Charles A. Zelle

Investors Circle
Heidi H. Bersin
William F. Draper
Richard L. Kaufman
Innovators Circle
Maud S. Daughton
Whitney Hatcher
Catherine H. Smith
Fellows Circle
Katherine Gross
Charles A. Zelle
Stewards Circle
William C. Burket
Mary B. Mountcastle
Barbara Vaughn Scherer
Stewards Circle
Julio Rivera, Jr.
Clare E. Sheridan
Steven A. Touchton
John M. Zins

CLASS OF 1984
Participation: 86.8%
Class Agent: Margaret A. Crittenden

Innovators Circle
Sudjiono Timan
Partners Circle
George U. Wyper
Innovators Circle
Ralph Earle III
Jane Mendillo
Innovators Circle
Haydi Boethig Danielson
J. Michael Dopp
Fellows Circle
Harry N. Hoffman
Pamela S. Laucks
Deborah L. Pederson
Stewards Circle
John R. Albright
Mary E. McCormack
Jane J. Fisher
Deborah L. Pederson
Renny Merritt
David B. Wiley
Anonymous (2)

CLASS OF 1985
Participation: 94.8%
Class Agent: Jane J. Fisher

Innovators Circle
Susan L. Caughman
Innovators Circle
Kathryn E. Cade
Supporting Gifts
Christina Graf
Kathie M. Julian
Sarah Gould Kagan
Lilian Mary King
Masayuki Komatsu
Clare LaFond
Joanne V. Landau

CLASS OF 1986
Participation: 80.0%
Class Agent: David B. Wiley

Supporting Gifts
Lisa J. Adams
Jennifer H. Berg
Susan A. Blanker
Kathryn E. Cade
Susan A. Colgan
Robert T. Chatten
Tanya Cremwick
Martin S. Cohen
Kristina Ann Curtis
Paula Dickerman
Anthony M. DuBois
Deanna D. Earle
Robert S. Frisch
Wendy J. Fuchs
Thomas Gettler
Rob G. Greenly
Judy Lynn Hu
Brian L. Kemerer
Arlene R. Kimata
Gary R. Kitahata
Glenn Stuart Koohran
Jeffrey S. Kuraz
Lucy E. LaPier
Francis Lauricella, Jr.
Matthew Degen Levy
Peter B. Mcllrose
Mary E. McCormack
Joe K. Mensah
Merri K. Mooney
Judith Paine McBrien
Bancroft R. Poor
Valerie L. Reynolds
Peter M. Schulte
Denise A. Thal
Sara Jane Tiff
Richard Jay Westelman
Anonymous

CLASS OF 1987
Participation: 74.1%
Class Agent: David R. Krimm

Supporting Gifts
Katherine Boone
Michael R. Finnell
Barbara J. Flickinger
Christina Graf
Kathie M. Julian
Sarah Gould Kagan
Lilian Mary King
Masayuki Komatsu
Clare LaFond
Joanne V. Landau

CLASS OF 1988
Participation: 68.0%
Class Agent: Michael R. Eisenson

Innovators Circle
Toddy Torrance Turrentine
Anonymous (2)

Supporting Gifts
Sheryl L. Ash
Molly T. Baldridge
Bruce R. Becker
Karen Blumenfeld
Sandra Turner Bond
Katharine Boone
Alumni Fund Gifts

CLASS OF 1986 Participation: 64.9%

Class Agents: Rachael Hines & Bo Hopkins

Laraine Balk Hope
Jonathan B. Rubin
Katherine Ann Read
Liza Page Nelson
Gordon G. Dean
Fellows Circle
David B. Taylor
Carol E. Samuels
Marshall W. Jaffe
Les E. Freeman
Daniel T. Ciporin
David H. Langer
Ellen Jewett
William J. Donahoe
Ellen Binder
Investors Circle
Patricia Merritt
Rachel Hines
Chair’s Circle
Ranji H. Nagaswami
Robert K. Hopkins III
& Bo Hopkins
Class Agents: Rachel Hines

CLASS OF 1987 Participation: 46.9%

Class Agent: Dawn Alexander

Supporting Gifts
Beate Klein Becker
Gerald Steven Brown
Stephen C. Daffron
Marisa Diaz-Echeguehere
Joseph Donohue
William N. Goetzmann
Katherine Kelley Holland
Mary Ellen Iskanderian
Kevin Lake
Kristen L. Manos
Robert McCarthy, Jr.
Terrence Reimers
Martin A. Mazenak
Martha Rose
Guan Bo Saw
Scott R. Sklar
Louis Tobian
Scott J. Udim
Takehito Yamaoka
Nancy Yuvalaker
Supporting Gifts
Abby M. Alderman
Amelia C. Armitage
S. Alan Bayersdorfer
James A. Becker
Stephan S. Daniel
Steven D. Denne
Joseph D. Downing
Katherine Anne Downs
John H. Ellis II
Elizabeth M. Field
Laura Freebairn-Smith
Arturo Gonzalez-Aquileta
Jonathan W. Garham
Neil R. Jones
Martha Smith Lawless
Ron Lubash
Andrea Baumann Lustig
Roger E. Mann
Scott D. Margolis
Trix T. Messi
Lori Ogden Moore
Judith Bram Murphy
Word Day Peak III
Charles Penner
Ann S. Roett
Carol Stahl Savage
Jonathan Schechter
Lisa Shulock
Barrett Stambler
Jo-Anne Szoke
Lisa Ylvisaker
Takehito Yamaoka
Supporting Gifts
Fabio R. Avera
Wynn McClainan Burkett
Matthew G. Czesliewicz
Jill Giovan Bauman
Thomas J. Holmberg, Jr.
David B. Master
Eric D. Schorr
Stuart A. Tarny
Nicholas T. Walker
Supporting Gifts
Dawn C. Alexander
Karl A. Beard
Matthew Broder
Margaret M. Burke
George Clair Burwell III
Bruce Paul Bybee
Diana D. Carroll
Chun Chan
Jennifer R. Chapmain
Thomas L. Cheney
Tom Coogan
Eileen M. DesRosiers
Duncan A. Donahue
Pilar Maria Esperon
Sandra D. Flood
Nancy L. Francis
Jose Luis Fras-Perez
David C.A. Gaebler
Noah F. Gans-Pfister
Michael Heurevant
Kyori Hoki
Victor Hsu
Robert E. Hutchinson, Jr.
Naomi Unita Joy
J. Christopher Kevil
Haruka Kojima
Mark W. Leuchtenberger
R. Parker MacDonell
Eugene L. Mah
Gary F. Mathias
Lizabeth S. Maynard
Susan Berfield Neckes
Charles Eric North
Walter C. Ogier
Eric Jay Olinier
Leslie A. Pascaud
Naomi Goodman Press
Jonathan B. Propp
Daniel N. Pullman
Randy E. Sheindberg
Elizabeth D. Skinner
Ellen C. Skinner
Vita Wells
Mary Jane Wheeler
Peters D. Willson
Emerson G. Yearwood
William E. Zuesher
Anonymous
CLASS OF 1988 Participation: 53.8%

Class Agent: Robert R. Knuth

Innovators Circle
Richard Hsu-Tih Chou
David P. Warren
Fellows Circle
Stephen J. Callahan
Susan Zimmerman Weil
Stewards Circle
Patrice McConnell Cromwell
Elise Rachel Eplan
Lisa Claudy Fleischman
Jack Griffin
John W.P. Holt
James Francis Lynch
Tina Eshey Mikkelsen
Stewards Circle
Kenneth Olioti-Aitta
Heidi Marie Olson
Supporting Gifts
Michael J. Allison
Barbara Ellen Andrews
Bryan Swan Barlow
Renu Bhatia
Giselle Charlotte Bleeccher
Bonnie Reid Bokman
Kerry Susan Boulian
Mary Martha Broder
Gregory T. Camp
Cheryl Ann Casciani
Nancy McKaeg Case
David Charles Chenok
Katherine E. Chenok
John Carolld Dickinson
Laura Jeanne Drachman
Louise J. Dube
Samuel Ernest Enfield III
Peter Gaydon
Kenneth Howard Goodman
Mary Alan Gorham
Daniel James Hall
Leonard Marquette Harjo
Wendy J. Healey
Patricia W. Heine
Douglas A. Johnson
Thomas A. Jones, Jr.
Jami L. Kaplan
Elizabeth Daphne Kemper
Nancy Diane Knohozuhi
Robert F. Knuth
Robert Leighton
Jeffrey B. Lissack
Edmund V. Ludwig, Jr.
Andrea J. Lukens
John E. McDermott
Victor Joseph Melii II
Jinghong Moore
Catherine Moulkeibher
Hirosi Nogo
Patricia Mary Nolan
Jonathan Quentin Ogle
Catherine D. Onyemelokwe
Doug E. Paxton
Alexander Trimble Pierport
Charles E. Preston
William H. Heaney
Jill Goldsmith
Allen W. Flores
Marian Goad
Jill Goldsmith
William H. Hesey
Jill A. Hesser
Melissa J. Hilton
James Edward Hunt, Jr.
Dianne P. Hurley
Karen Lee Jones
Mark D. Klebanoff
Valerie K. Laedlein
Sylvia M. Lopez
Elberta L. Prestegard
Yein Shuit Moyes
Anthony B. Purnell
Elberita L. Prisament
John C. Stevenson
Anonymous (2)
CLASS OF 1989 Participation: 42.7%

Class Agent: Dennis Scannell, Jr.

Chair’s Circle
Elizabeth Berry Gips
Donald Gips
Y. Michele Kang
Partners Circle
Beth Axelrod
Raymond Chit Man Chia
Erwin Hasono
Anonymous (2)
Investors Circle
Takuro M. F. Ueno
Jennifer Lautenbach Streeter
Victoria McClure Stoneman
Jennifer Lautenbach Streeter
James R. Tierney
Takuro M. F. Ueno
Helene S. York
Anonymous (2)
SOM Dean’s Society
Business and Society Circle
$100,000 and above
Chair’s Circle: $50,000–$99,999
Partners Circle: $25,000–$49,999
Investors Circle: $10,000–$24,999
Innovators Circle: $5,000–$9,999
Fellows Circle: $2,500–$4,999
Stewards Circle: $1,000–$2,499
Associates Circle: Participation for the last 5 years $500–$999

Derek S. Wang
Innovators Circle
Adam Matthew Blumenthal
Gina Rosselli Boswell
Andrew K. Golden
Matthew C. Rogers
Amy Solas
Patrice R. Wolfe
Fellows Circle
Thomas L. Amenta
S. Cynthia Paradies
Dennis Scannell
Innovators Circle
Judith L. Cunningham
Sarah Elizabeth Ford
James E. Johnsen
James Brian Kurish
Jane Carolyn Levin
Nicholas Grant Monroe
Robert Allen Nitskin
Sam J. Wong
Supporting Gifts
Abi Adigun
Robert Craig Briggs
Eleanor Nan-Lian Chan
Mary Anne Christy
Leslie Carolyn Cohen
Greg Norris Collins
Neil Simon Fisher
Allen W. Flores
Marian Goad
Jill Goldsmith
William H. Hesey
Jill A. Hesser
Melissa J. Hilton
James Edward Hunt, Jr.
Dianne P. Hurley
Karen Lee Jones
Mark D. Klebanoff
Valerie K. Laedlein
Sylvia M. Lopez
Lea Prisament
Alexander Palmer Moss
Yein Shuit Moyes
Anthony B. Purnell
Elberita L. Prisament
John C. Stevenson
Anonymous (2)
CLASS OF 1990 Participation: 66.7%

Class Agent: Robert R. Knuth

Innovators Circle
Richard Hsu-Tih Chou
David P. Warren
Fellows Circle
Stephen J. Callahan
Susan Zimmerman Weil
Stewards Circle
Patrice McConnell Cromwell
Elise Rachel Eplan
Lisa Claudy Fleischman
Jack Griffin
John W.P. Holt
James Francis Lynch
Tina Eshey Mikkelsen
Stewards Circle
Kenneth Olioti-Aitta
Heidi Marie Olson
Supporting Gifts
Michael J. Allison
Barbara Ellen Andrews
Bryan Swan Barlow
Renu Bhatia
Giselle Charlotte Bleeccher
Bonnie Reid Bokman
Kerry Susan Boulian
Mary Martha Broder
Gregory T. Camp
Cheryl Ann Casciani
Nancy McKaeg Case
David Charles Chenok
Katherine E. Chenok
John Carolld Dickinson
Laura Jeanne Drachman
Louise J. Dube
Samuel Ernest Enfield III
Peter Gaydon
Kenneth Howard Goodman
Mary Alan Gorham
Daniel James Hall
Leonard Marquette Harjo
Wendy J. Healey
Patricia W. Heine
Douglas A. Johnson
Thomas A. Jones, Jr.
Jami L. Kaplan
Elizabeth Daphne Kemper
Nancy Diane Knohozuhi
Robert F. Knuth
Robert Leighton
Jeffrey B. Lissack
Edmund V. Ludwig, Jr.
Andrea J. Lukens
John E. McDermott
Victor Joseph Melii II
Jinghong Moore
Catherine Moulkeibher
Hirosi Nogo
Patricia Mary Nolan
Jonathan Quentin Ogle
Catherine D. Onyemelokwe
Doug E. Paxton
Alexander Trimble Pierport
Charles E. Preston
William H. Heaney
Jill Goldsmith
Allen W. Flores
Marian Goad
Jill Goldsmith
William H. Hesey
Jill A. Hesser
Melissa J. Hilton
James Edward Hunt, Jr.
Dianne P. Hurley
Karen Lee Jones
Mark D. Klebanoff
Valerie K. Laedlein
Sylvia M. Lopez
Lea Prisament
Alexander Palmer Moss
Yein Shuit Moyes
Anthony B. Purnell
Elberita L. Prisament
John C. Stevenson
Anonymous (2)
CLASS OF 1990 Participation: 66.7%

Class Agent: Robert R. Knuth

Business and Society Circle
Jeffrey William Crohender
Chair’s Circle
Stephan Knight
Nancy Bell Letisger
Lindsey Brace Martinez
Kazu Matsude
Margaret McGrath McIntosh
Craig James McKenzenie
Eileen Liu McKeough
David Howard Messner
Stephen Alfred Moran
Kenji Ogata
Laura J. Porter
Stephen Frederick Potter
David M. J. Pritchard
John Craig Putrino
Carlo Randazzio
Willard Jay Robinson
Joseph Sanchez
Kristie Elizabeth Sells
Palmer D. Sparkman, Jr.
Frank R. Steinfield
Charles Covey Stuard
Katyia Stenn Svoboda
Noel Patrick Taiani
Takashi Takamura
Kyle James Theodore
Scott D. Wharton
Stephen Michael Williams
William J. Wurtz
Jeffrey Zeiger
Susannah Lee Zemke
Anonymous

CLASS OF 1996
 Participation: 58.2%
 Class Agents: Jeffrey A. Feldman & Andrew Paff

Chair’s Circle
 Arthur Mizne

Investors Circle
 Jeffrey A. Feldman
 Eric L. Hoyle
 Robert J. Novick
 Lyla Hitomi Yokakawa
 Innovators Circle
 Matthew Adams Carpenter
 Ilter Karakullukcu
 Helene A. Lorenzen
 William John Oliver Jr
 Fellows Circle
 Curtis Robert Jensen
 Aminadav Sessler
 Laura G. Jimenez
 Sarah Sutcliffe Peterson

CLASS OF 1997
 Participation: 58.2%
 Class Agents: Jeffrey A. Feldman & Andrew Paff

Chair’s Circle
 Arthur Mizne

Investors Circle
 Jeffrey A. Feldman
 Eric L. Hoyle
 Robert J. Novick
 Lyla Hitomi Yokakawa
 Innovators Circle
 Matthew Adams Carpenter
 Ilter Karakullukcu
 Helene A. Lorenzen
 William John Oliver Jr
 Fellows Circle
 Curtis Robert Jensen
 Aminadav Sessler
 Laura G. Jimenez
 Sarah Sutcliffe Peterson

Sarah S. Lind
 James Lu
 Eliott E. Mainzer
 Christopher F. Malone
 David K. McQuiggan
 Sarah Davis Priest
 Thomas A. Priest
 Gabriella Taylor
 Che Tsi
 Josh S. Weisner
 Xiaoqing Zheng
 Anonymous

Supporting Gifts
 Michelle R. Agnew
 Tim A. Alexander
 Paul P. Allerhand
 Rajesh Ananth
 Juliana K. Ballantyne
 Ross S. Belak
 Rachel L. Bluestein
 Winnie M. Chu
 Roger B. Coulter
 D. Bradley Cox
 Matthew J. Eldridge
 Anne Freeh Engel
 Samuel Engell
 Spencer T. Farrar
 Scott D. Fisher
 Jill A. Fletcher
 Ryuta Fujikawa
 Rajan Gokhale
 Kenneth R. Hake
 Robin F. Halsband
 Christine G. Hamm
 Hyun Seok Hwang
 Ramon S. Jacobson
 Yue Jin
 Ede J. Kalkstein
 Peter K. Kankam
 Sean T. Kline
 Josy A. J. Kounsman
 Christopher D. Layton
 Matthew J. LeBlanc
 Sabrina R. LeBlanc
 cherie C. Lim
 Kathryn A. Mathias
 Jennifer C. Niles
 Mubashar A. Parvez
 Perry A. Piazza, Jr.
 Douglas H. Pyle
 Henry J. Rauch III
 Spencer J. Reynolds, Jr.
 Pamela A. Salfia
 Douglas D. Smith
 Rebecca S. Sletkoff
 Kristine L. Tanno
 Richard L. Truong
 Christine Vaughan
 Ellen B. Weinberg
 William Wen
 Edward M. Woo
 Kurt A. Wurthmann

SOM Dean’s Society
 Business and Society Circle
 $100,000 and above
 Chair’s Circle: $50,000 – $99,999
 Partners Circle: $25,000 – $49,999
 Investors Circle: $10,000 – $24,999
 Innovators Circle: $5,000 – $9,999
 Fellows Circle: $2,500 – $4,999
 Stewards Circle: $1,000 – $2,499
 Associates Circle (Graduates of the last 5 years): $500 – $999

Megan R. Hammond
 Eric D. Hassman
 Vera Kuyz
 Sarena S. Lin
 James Lu
 Eliott E. Mainzer
 Christopher F. Malone
 David K. McQuiggan
 Sarah Davis Priest
 Thomas A. Priest
 Gabriella Taylor
 Che Tsi
 Josh S. Weisner
 Xiaoqing Zheng
 Anonymous

Supporting Gifts
 Michelle R. Agnew
 Tim A. Alexander
 Paul P. Allerhand
 Rajesh Ananth
 Juliana K. Ballantyne
 Ross S. Belak
 Rachel L. Bluestein
 Winnie M. Chu
 Roger B. Coulter
 D. Bradley Cox
 Matthew J. Eldridge
 Anne Freeh Engel
 Samuel Engell
 Spencer T. Farrar
 Scott D. Fisher
 Jill A. Fletcher
 Ryuta Fujikawa
 Rajan Gokhale
 Kenneth R. Hake
 Robin F. Halsband
 Christine G. Hamm
 Hyun Seok Hwang
 Ramon S. Jacobson
 Yue Jin
 Ede J. Kalkstein
 Peter K. Kankam
 Sean T. Kline
 Josy A. J. Kounsman
 Christopher D. Layton
 Matthew J. LeBlanc
 Sabrina R. LeBlanc
 cherie C. Lim
 Kathryn A. Mathias
 Jennifer C. Niles
 Mubashar A. Parvez
 Perry A. Piazza, Jr.
 Douglas H. Pyle
 Henry J. Rauch III
 Spencer J. Reynolds, Jr.
 Pamela A. Salfia
 Douglas D. Smith
 Rebecca S. Sletkoff
 Kristine L. Tanno
 Richard L. Truong
 Christine Vaughan
 Ellen B. Weinberg
 William Wen
 Edward M. Woo
 Kurt A. Wurthmann

Impact 2020–2021
 Alumni Fund Gifts
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class of 2013</th>
<th>Participation: 30.5%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class: Agents</td>
<td>Bradley Jon Schneller</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Innovators Circle**
Michael Patrick Jacobs
Fellows Circle
Jeff E. Evans
Stewards Circle
Paul M. Afonso
Kevin P. Brine
Yale S. Chang
Sheng Gu
Nathaniel Pullan Hundt
Sojung Lee
Minfeng Liang
Adalina M. Rodriguez-Pettit
Bradley Jon Schneller
Katlyn Silver
Bryan T. Seng
Minguez Zhao
**Supporting Gifts**
Dipika Ajit Ailani
Sonia S. Arnold
Steven Paul Becker
Emily M. Berger
Jacob R. Berliner
Jen Stuhrl Stuhrl Berliner
Kaylor Kenneth Body
James Crotchen
Ryan E. Esty
Ian W. Evans
Rebecca J. Gallagher
Ryan Galloway
Charu R. Ghei
Ethan F. Gelging
Chris J. Gillings
Mauricio Girone
Jennifer Graham Chittim
Juliana Granados
Matthew A. Hanna
Michael G. Helfenberger
Alexandra H. Hellmuth
Sarah E. Hersh
Elizabeth R. Horvitz
Tiffany W. Hsu
Ophelia Hu Kinney
Shane Y. Hwang
Meryl J. Iyer
Duane C. Jackson
Will T. Joyce
Jillian J. Kwiatkowski
Byron G. Kam
Andrew L. Katz

**CLASS OF 2014**
Participation: 27.6%
Class: Agents: Husain B. Al-Shibli, Jimmy J. Holloran, Maya Sudhakaran, & Frances Syms
**Investors Circle**
Francis P. Lively, Jr.
Meaghan R. McGrath
Thomas V. Selby
**Innovators Circle**
Nelli E. Diamond
Clifford S. Samuel
Pablo Heredia
Jordan Alexander Carter
Kate N. Carter
Emily Caruso
Maria L. De Freitas Rodriguez
Marco De Luca
James P. Di Bartolo II
Benjamin J. E. Freedman
Catherine G. Kaplun
Christina M. Mainiero
Alex B. Sauler
Yong Shuai
David D. Sorensen
Yutaka Tsuobi
**Supporting Gifts**
Sriram K. Alagarsamy
Philip F. Andraos
Julie G. Andress
Sonia Aneja
Ari M. Antwine
Sebastian Barona
Michael A. Bartelstone
Talia J. Bennis
Graham S. Browne
Annie Chor Joyce
Alex Ch. Gugunov
Emre Çilem
Lauren E. Cohen

**CLASS OF 2015**
Participation: 38.4%
Class: Agents: Aawadha H. Kalamkar & Benjamin H. March
**Investors Circle**
Daniel R. Gerber
**Innovators Circle**
Maria Fernandez Amanal
Caroline F. Edmundson
Benjamin H. March
Shaena C. McPadden
William G. Muecke
Pinnapa Satitpatanapan
Dale D. Swartz
**Supporting Gifts**
Alex Cuc
Fernando J. Carrillo
Aawadha H. Kalamkar

---

**SOM Dean’s Society**
Business and Society Circle
$100,000 and above
Chair’s Circle
$50,000–$99,999
Partners Circle
$25,000–$49,999
Investors Circle
$10,000–$24,999
Innovators Circle
$5,000–$9,999
Fellows Circle
$2,500–$4,999
Stewards Circle
$1,000–$2,499
Associates Circle (Graduates of the last 5 years)
$500–$999

Vusal Karimov
Kenichi Tashiro
James S. Tippets
Stewards Circle
Maximilian Bach
Christopher J. Doyle
Jennifer L. Gaze
Tyler B. Godoff
Catherine O. Doyle
John-Paul Julien
Alex W. Kragie
Lothar Rauch
William J. Shock
Supporting Gifts
Emika S. Abe
Anthony T. Bryant
Nilofer Ahmed
Nicholas L. Andris
Francesco A. Annetta
Noah L. Aptekar
Christina Balderrama
Patrick F. Barber
Aditya W. Basheer
Alejandro C. Batsakis
Brittan B. Berry
Debra Broberg
Rebecca G. Brodoff
Rahim H. D. Brooks
Ernesto A. Castillo
Chen Chen
Huiqing Chen
Karen Chen
Marisa S. Choy
Rachel Clark
Jason J. Copelas
Elyse E. Cummings
Shuixin Deng
Alexander C. Donovan
Daniel K. Dzamesi
Kevin A. Elliott
Sarah A. Esty
Ilan W. Evans
Rebecca E. Gallagher
Ryan Galloway
Charu R. Ghei
Ethan F. Gelging
Chris J. Gillings
Mauricio Girone
Jennifer Graham Chittim
Juliana Granados
Matthew A. Hanna
Michael G. Helfenberger
Alexandra H. Hellmuth
Sarah E. Hersh
Elizabeth R. Horvitz
Tiffany W. Hsu
Ophelia Hu Kinney
Shane Y. Hwang
Meryl J. Iyer
Duane C. Jackson
Will T. Joyce
Jillian J. Kwiatkowski
Byron G. Kam
Andrew L. Katz
Many alumni, students, friends, and institutional partners have provided important support to strategic programs other than the Yale SOM Alumni Fund, such as the Dean’s Priorities Fund, scholarships, the Internship Fund, global programs, academic centers, and Edward P. Evans Hall.

Listed in alphabetical order are all the donors to the Yale School of Management who made gifts, pledges, or pledge payments of less than $10,000 in this category during the fiscal year. (Gifts of more than $10,000 are included in the Leadership Giving section on page 10.)

$500–$999

AdvanceCT
Stephen J. Callahan ’78 B.A., ’88 and Christine Madigan ’90, ’90 MAR
Katherine B. Chesbrough ’79 B.A., ’81
Jacques Coiffeng YGELP ’16
Gabrielo Coman YGELP ’17
Ravi Dhar
Colin W. Dunn ’80
Smita Dutta ‘99
Fiscal Management Associates
Anne Hector ’81
Kyle L. Jensen
Namrita Kapur ’79, ’97 MEM
Priyanka Karunvel ’17
Vatche Kavikian YGELP ’17
Tae H. Kim YGELP ’18
Michael Kraus
Loretta Larsen YGELP ’17
Amy Mullin Luster ’94
Barry Nalebuff and Helen Kauder
Lilian Peixoto YGELP ’19
Bridge K. Perry ’99
Rajesh Kumar Sahadevan YGELP ’16
Craig Sandness YGELP ’19
Brown Varghese

$1,000–$4,999

Jason S. Teitelbaum ’19
Cathy Anderson
Trent L. Anderson ’19, ’19 MFA
Shir Antonovsky ’22
Matthew J. Archuleta ’22
Anthony S. Argenziano ’23
Martha T. Burson ’11 B.A., ’18
Kimberly M. Bartlett-Ra ’11
Elena C. Bell ’21
Rona S. Beresh ’22
Emily M. Berger ’13
Manisa A. Berry ’21
Erik Bravolinsky ’17
Matthew Broder ‘81 B.A., ’87
June Robinson Cassidy ’86
Sarah L. Catello ’22
Leona J. Chao ’22
Ruth Y. Chen ’22
Yashwant Chunduru ’22
Natalie A. Copeland ’22
Connecticut Association of Healthcare Executives
Pranav M. Daryanani ’22
Bob C. Donegan ’79
Raphael Duguy
Catherine M. Dunn
Alisia Michelle Eckert ’05
Henry Eiham ’22
Clifford S. Emmanuel ’15
Sarah E. Esty ’16, ’16 J.D.
Fabian Farkas ’17
Anonymous Yale SOM Alumnus
Eliot Frolichstein-Appel ’96
Sean M. Fry ’22
Emily Fung ’22
Taylor Garden ’22
Jeffrey E. Garten
Yaskov S. Green ’22
Elizabeth Alyx Greenberg ’12
Caroline G. Greer
Theodore C. Greve Trampe ’20
Lincoln L. Guo ’22

Maria Hancock
Grace K. T. Hansen-Gilmour ’22
Robert J. Harris
Eric D. Hassman ’98
Stephanie A. Hawkins ’14
Benjamin Goldman Healey ’04 B.A., ’12, ’12 MEM
John W.P. Holt ’88
Maria W. Jiang ’22
Peiran Jing ’22
John Karr ’80
Jason Kearns ’11
Tal Klauser
Matt C. Koizim ’18
Srinidhi Kundur ’22
David O. Kurniawan ’22
Patricia M. Kwan ’21
Jessica A. Labbe ’08
Chi Wing Lai ’05
Heather Lavallee
Jesica H. Lee ’22
Susan E. Lennon ’85
Samuel L. Linden ’19, ’19 MFA
Andrew R. Long ’17
Lissett Luk ’21
Samuel E. MacAvey ’22
Elijah R. Maletz ’22
Samantha F. Marrus ’22
Elise N. Marsh ’22
Claire M. Masters ’22
Bailey McCallum ’07, ’07 MEM
Sadie R. McQuilkin ’22
Miles Mercer ’05
Jacob William Miller ’07 B.A., ’14
Jason C. Najjoum ‘18, ’18 MFA
Daniel R. Neiterman ’22
Jessica M. Newman ’22
Luke B. Nicholls ’22
Bradley J. Nixon ’22
Nathan Novemsky
Nilakazu Onda ’22
Krishna Patel ’22
Stephanie Pervex
Laura D. Pimentel ’22
Tabitha F. Plummer ’22
Reilly A. Price ’21 and Daniel S. Harris ’22
Danny Qiao ’22
Paul-Renaud Raymond ’17
Lin Hang Ren ’23
Paul J. Ruchinskas ’88
Pinnapa Sitpatipatanapan ’16
Sarah E. Scafield ’23
Dennis Scannell ’89
Emily Anne M. Self ’22
Bisman Sethi ’22
J. Anthony Sheldon ’84
Carly C. Shipman ’22
Michael J. Shonbron ’99
Zachary W. Smith ’22
Michio Nishi Soga ’85
Zachary W. Smith ’22
Michelle Su ’21
Sarah Weng ’19, ’19 MPH
AdvancingCT
Andrew R. Wallenstein ’22
Sarah Weng ’19, ’19 MPH
Daniel L. Westerhof ’15
Hayden Wolf ’22
Amy Wreziesniwski
Rhonna Wu ’22
Yusuke Yosakawa ’97
Melanie A. Zook ’22
Marian Zuckerman
Anonymous Yale SOM Alumnus (5)
Anonymous Yale SOM Student (9)
Thanks to the generosity of alumni and friends, scholarship support empowers Yale SOM students to pursue their professional dreams and aspirations. This critical support — together with the invaluable experiential learning opportunities that donor-funded internships and awards make possible — positions our students to have a meaningful impact on business and society throughout their careers.

**Named Scholarships**

Joseph Wright Alsop (Ph.B. 1898) Memorial Scholarship
Rosalia Akuoy Anyawoe Alumni Fund Scholarship
Harry and Nisha Arora ’04 MBA Scholarship
Bank of America Scholarship
Shanna and Eric Bass ’05 MBA Scholarship
Bell Family Alumni Fund Scholarship
Elle Benhamau Alumni Fund MBA Scholarship
Professor David Berg Leadership Scholarship
Aline and Santino Blumetti ’99 MBA Alumni Fund Scholarship
Donald G. Borg (B.A. 1928) Fellowship
Steven N. Brody ’66 B.A. Memorial Scholarship
Roberts W. Brokaw (Y.C. ’72, GRD ’72) Free-Enterprise Scholarship
Conley Brooks ’44 B.A. Family Scholarship
George G. Brooks, Jr. (B.A. 1921) Fellowship
Robert C. Busch (Class of 1954) Scholarship
Camp Family Scholarship
Laura Cha (Shi Min Lun) Scholarship
Raymond ’96 MBA and Tiffany Chang Family Scholarship
Chapman Fellowship
Lise Pfeiffer Chapman ’81 MBA Scholarship
Shirley Chen ’96 MBA Scholarship
C.E. Thomas Cleveland ’64 B.S. and Barbara S. Cleveland Scholarship
John G. Conley ’85 Scholarship
Edward J. De La Rosa and Elaine F. Tumonis Scholarship

Donor-Funded Scholarships, Internships, and Awards

Dow Family Scholarship
Marc S. Efron ’94 MBA Alumni Fund Scholarship
Alec L. Ellison ’84 B.A. Master of Advanced Management Scholarship
Frederick V. Ernst ’60 Scholarship
Frederick Frank ’54 B.A. Scholarship
Rosalind Elsie Franklin MBA/M.D. Scholarship
Janet "Ginger" Gelb (MPPM 1984) Scholarship
Claire and Joe Greenberg Scholarship
Maurice R. Greenberg Fund Scholarship
Peter H. Hambling ’82 MPPM Scholarship
H. Stuart Harrison (B.A. 1932) Fellowship
Hechinger Scholarship
Frederick T. Holliday (Ph.B. 1920) and Frederick T. Holliday, Jr. (B.A. 1945) Memorial Scholarship
Jacqueline C. and John P. Hultin Scholarship
Iseult Student Scholarship at Yale SOM
Jess Morrow Johns (B.A. 1947) Memorial Scholarship for Advertising and Marketing
Claire Hughes Johnson ’01 MBA Scholarship
Carl W. Knobloch, Jr. Fellowship
Robert A. Lawrence ’47 B.A. and Charles D. Ellis ’59 B.A. Scholarship
LeBlanc ’96 Family Scholarship
Francis Li Family Scholarship
Irene A. Loukides Scholarship
David L. Mazer Scholarship
H. Hugh McConnell Scholarship
Ruth R. McLuney ’79 MPPM and Thomas R. McLuney Alumni Fund Scholarship
Joseph C. McNay (B.A. 1956) Fellowship in Finance
Jane Mendillo YC ’80, ’84 MBA and Ralph Earle ’84 MBA Alumni Fund Scholarship
Jane Mendillo YC ’80, ’84 MBA and Ralph Earle ’84 MBA Scholarship
Renny Merritt ’84 MPPM Memorial Alumni Fund Scholarship
Julien R. Mininberg ’86 B.A., ’90 MBA Scholarship
Christina Baird Minnix (B.A. 1987) Scholarship
Heloise and Arthur Mizne ’95 MPPM Scholarship
Usaha ’90 MPPM and Dizaz Nesamoney Master of Advanced Management Scholarship
Usaha ’90 MPPM and Dizaz Nesamoney MBA Scholarship
Surendra P. Patel Scholarship
Nancy Pfund ’82 MPPM Scholarship
Pozen-Commonwealth Fund Fellowship in Health Equity Leadership at Yale University
Avnish Prabhakar ’04 MBA Scholarship
Donald Rappaport ’47 and Susan Rappaport Scholarship
Hunter S. Reiner ’82 B.A. Yale SOM Alumni Fund MBA Scholarship
John F. Riddell (Ph.B. 1913) Memorial Fellowship
Richard A. Robertson III (Ph.B. 1921) Fellowship
Frederick and Florence Roe Scholarship
Rebecca Vitas Schamis ’00 MBA and David I. Schamis ’95 B.A. Scholarship
Phyllis and Fenmore Seton ’38 B.A. Scholarship
Yale SOM MBA Scholarship
John R. Shrewsbury ’92 MPPM Scholarship
Sim Family Foundation Scholarship
Dean Edward A. Snyder Scholarship
David and Karen Sobotka Scholarship
Sproul/Molloy Scholarship in Honor of Juliet C. Sproul
Gillian and Stuart W. Staley ’95 MPPM/MES Scholarship
Jane Sun and John Wu Scholarship
Sheldon L. Susman Family Scholarship
Samuel B. Sutphin (Ph.B. 1899) Fellowship
Edwin Thorne (Class of 1935) Scholarship
G. Harold Welch Scholarship
Martin Werner Fellowship
Yale Accelerated MBA/J.D. Program Scholarship
Yale Global Executive Leadership Program Class of 2017 MBA Scholarship
Yale Global Executive Leadership Program Class of 2018 Scholarship
Yale SOM Class of 2018 MBA Scholarship
Yale SOM Master of Advanced Management Class of 2016 Scholarship
Yale SOM MBA for Executives Class of 2016 Scholarship
Yale SOM Scholarship for Students from Mexico
Kevin Ye MBA Scholarship
Harry and Heesun You Fellowship
YQ Scholarship
Peolo Zannoni Scholarship
Zhang Family Scholarship
Kevin Y. Zhang Scholarship

**Named Internships | Awards**

Judith Bernstein (Yale SOM 1980) Memorial Fund Internship
Faisal El-Hibri ’82 Entrepreneurial Award
Victor H. Frank, Jr. Fellowship for U.S. and Muslim World Relations
Linnie and Michael Katz ’76 Fund for Yale SOM Student Travel and Research Award
Henry F. McCance Entrepreneurial Fund Award
Nancy Pfund ’82 Social Impact Award
Morris and Miriam Pozen Entrepreneur Fund Award
Rosemary Ripley Family Fund Internships in Business and the Environment
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This past year, many alumni and friends made gifts in honor of their classmates, colleagues, professors, mentors, friends, and family.

GIFTS IN MEMORY

In memory of Rosé Akuso Anyawoe
Togbe Afede XIV ’89
(James Akpo)

In memory of Ann and Clarence Bement
Michael R. Dauphinais ’18

In memory of Elie Benhamou
Benjamin Schor ’17

In memory of Judith E. Bernstein ’80
Lynn A. Farrar ’80

In memory of Kofi Blankson-Ocansey ’84 B.A., ’91
Deborah L. Bussel ’91

In memory of Andrew C. Boner ’91
Deborah L. Bussel ’91

In memory of Alan H. Buder ’83
Barbara A. Brenner Buder ’84

In memory of John Chi Fun Chan
Pauline Chan ’18

In memory of Sumit Chatterjee
Shivani Chatterjee ’18

In memory of Paul M. Connolly ’91
Deborah L. Bussel ’91
Afroze A. Mohammed ’91

In memory of Dorothy Ann Tobin Dougherty
Colin E. Dougherty ’91

In memory of Aisha de Sequeira ’95
Stephen M. Wilkins ’95

In memory of Phyllis Z. Seton and Fenmore R. Seton ’38 B.A., ’38 B.A.
Khash ’92 and Meher Mehta

In memory of John A. Spears ’80
Lynn A. Farrar ’80

In memory of Thomas A. Sheehan ’86
James S. Collins ’86

In memory of Mrs. Robert J. Silver
Adelaide Horton and John Fraley
Susan and Francois de Menil
John K. Silver ’80

In memory of Thomas Stanton
Jodi Stanton ’99

In memory of John Chris Thomson
Caleb Thomson ’17

In memory of Ruth G. Timme ’79
Peter F. Gerrity ’81 and Peter K. Gerrity ’81

In memory of Liang Wang
Jacklyne Keomany ’18

In memory of G. Linton Weber, Jr. ’81 B.A., ’96
Martin J. Chang ’96
Amanda B. Joseph ’96
Paul T. Keenan ’96

In memory of Chen Wenjiang
Min Chen ’01

In memory of Ann Day Wheeler ’85
Rick S. Larson ’85
Fred Linthicum ’85
A. David Patiell ’85, ’92 Ph.D.
Kathy L. Peck ’85

In memory of Martin J. Whitman
John K. Garvey ’79

In memory of Professor Dick R. Wittink
Michael N. Scully ’05

GIFTS IN HONOR

In honor of Jeffrey Neal Adams ’98, ’98 MEM
Mr. & Mrs. Leland J. Adams, Jr.

In honor of Jean S. Albert ’82
Amy Linden ’82

In honor of Dean Kerwin K. Charles
Anne Schrechter Buckley ’89
and Reid M. Buckley ’83 B.S., ’89

In honor of David J. Rupet ’80
Lynn A. Farrar ’80
Susan Gutchess ’80

In honor of Mark H. Culliton ’95
Craig J. McKenzie ’95

In honor of Donald Davoust
James E. Davoust ’01

In honor of William H. Donaldson ’93 B.A., ’93 B.A.
Joel R. Packer ’78
John K. Garvey ’79

In honor of Charles D. Ellis ’99 B.A.
Daniel R. Gerber ’16
Carla Knobloch ’91 B.A.

In honor of Mary Ford and Stephen Ford
William S. Ford ’10

In honor of Howard Forman, MD
Kavitha Bindra ’05

In honor of Gulabai Devichand Gandhi
Anonymous Yale SOM Alumnus

In honor of Joel A. Getz
Heidi M. Olson ’88

In honor of Shivani Janani ’21
David Arteaga-Calcedo ’21

In honor of Richard K. Jones
Karen Lee Jones ’99

In honor of Professor Edward H. Kaplan
David M.K. Silver ’92 and Joanna U. Silver ’93

In honor of Rajeev and Sangeeta Khanna
Anonymous Yale SOM Alumna

In honor of Yoon Joan Kim
Nathaniel M. Heller ’09

In honor of Monty Koskimaki
Paul M. Kaplan ’84 B.A., ’01

In honor of Timothy A. Meehan ’81
Lori Y. Chan ’81

In honor of Marion Memmi and Georges Memmi
Timothée E. Memmi ’18

In honor of Professor Ahmed M. Mobarak
Sarah C. Robinson ’11

In honor of Ramakrishna and Padmavathi Moturi
Abhiram Moturi ’18

In honor of Professor Barry Nalebuff
David M.K. Silver ’92 and Joanna U. Silver ’93

In honor of David Niernberg ’75 B.A., ’78 J.D.
Matt D. C. Dittrich ’18

In honor of Professor Sharon M. Oster
Eugene G. Buck ’96

In honor of Mugdha Raje
Raushul M. Kumar ’18

In honor of Dr. Fei Ren
Shengnan Xie ’15

In honor of Yu-Ting Saw
Guan Boo Saw ’86

In honor of Professor Olav J. Sorenson
Joey Shaista Horn ’91

In honor of Todd Strauss
Christopher C. Lottspeich ’96, ’96 MES

In honor of Professor Arthur J. Swersey
Pamela A. Farr ’78

In honor of Tito Vadiarri ’90
M.A., ’91
David L. Knudsen ’91

In honor of Dr. Fei Ren
Shengnan Xie ’15

In honor of The Study Group
Paul Man-Wel Ip ’08

In honor of the SOM Class of 1981
Dave B. Wiley ’81

In honor of the SOM Class of 2009
Jessica P. Strauss ’09

In honor of the SOM Class of 2010 10th Reunion
David M. Lee ’10 and Yaxin Duan ’12 Ph.D.

In honor of the Yale SOM DAR Team
Cindy Sacramone
Matching gifts from corporations and foundations provide crucial support to the Yale School of Management. The following organizations matched gifts from eligible employees, retirees, and directors during the fiscal year.

Matching Gifts

Marathon Petroleum Company
MassMutual
Mastercard
MBIA, Inc.
McKinsey & Company
Medtronic
The Merck Foundation
Microsoft
Moody’s Corporation
JP Morgan Chase Foundation
New York Life Insurance Co.
Nippon Life Global Investors Americas, Inc.
Northrop Grumman Foundation
Optum Financial
Oracle
PepsiCo Foundation
Perella Weinberg Partners
Pfizer Foundation
PNC Financial Corporation
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP Prudential
Riot Games, Inc.
S&P Global Matching Gift Program
Select Equity Group Foundation
Sempra Energy
SLC Management
State Street Foundation
Thomson Reuters
UBS
United Technologies Corporation
United Way of Metro Chicago
Verizon Foundation
Vertex Foundation
ViacomCBS
Visa
VMware Foundation
Walt Disney Company
Wells Fargo
The Xerox Foundation
YouTube

3M
AARP Foundation
Actualize Consulting
Acumen, LLC
ADP
Ally Financial
American Express
Amgen Inc.
Aon
Apollo Global Management
Apple
Argo Group
Autodesk
Bank of America Corporation
Barclays
The Baxter International Foundation
Becton, Dickinson and Company
Benefit
BlackRock
Bright Funds
Broadcom Limited
Brown Capital Management, LLC
Burt’s Bees
Margaret A. Cargill Foundation
Carrier
Celent
Chan Zuckerberg Initiative
Charles Schwab
Cigna
Citizens Charitable Foundation
Columbia Threadneedle Investments
ConocoPhillips Company
Conservation International
Converse
Deloitte Foundation
eBay Foundation
Ernst & Young Foundation
Estée Lauder Companies/Too Faced
Exelon Corporation
Experian
ExxonMobil Foundation
Federal Home Loan Bank of Boston
Fifth Third Bank
Fitch Ratings
Ford Foundation
Gartner
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
General Electric
Geneva Energy Markets LLC
Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.
Google
HNTB
IBM
Imaginable Futures
Invesco
John Hancock
Johnson & Johnson
JP Morgan Chase Foundation
Kidd & Company, LLC
KKR
KPMG Foundation
Lord, Abbott & Co. LLC
Macquarie Group
Alumni volunteers support the Yale School of Management in many ways, including speaking to regional students on campus, organizing regional events, interviewing potential MBA candidates, mentoring students, serving on various committees, organizing reunions, and fundraising. We are very grateful to the following Yale SOM alumni, who contributed their time, energy, and expertise to the school through these activities between July 1, 2020, and June 30, 2021.
Athan Lane Slotkin '10
Philippa Smit '17
Charles Evan Smith '89
Devon Virginia Smith '10
Sarah Hetherington Smith '89
Jane Soetiono '16
Konstantine Sofer '98
Michio Nishi Soga '85
Bikramjit Singh Sohal '97
Amy Solas '89
Joshua Lore Solomon '06
Ben Soltoff '19
Eugenia K. Song '07
Gaston Sosa de la Torre '96
Joseph Robert Spak '06
Danguole J. Spakevicius Altman '85
Andrew John Spears '96
Kathryn Spiess '20
Rohan Sriram '19
Stuart W. Staley '95
Alice K Steenland '03
Eleni Steinman '18
David Stevens '15
Michel E. Stofer '19
Louise Ellen Story '06
Julia I. Spinnenweber '19
Rohin Sriniv '85
Stuart W. Staley '95
Alice K Steenland '03
Eleni Steinman '18
David Stevens '15
Michel E. Stofer '19
Louise Ellen Story '06
Jessica I. Synkoski '07
Gregg R. Sypeck '04
Michael Tabacinic '10
Aris Tagle '99
Eddie Tam '93
Dan Tammuz '18
Boon Thuan Tan '05
Paula A. Tarancci Penman '00
Anurati Tandon '15
Lawrence Cheng Tso '02
Stuart A. Tarmy '87
Richard Trevi '79
M. Alexandra Tennant '15
Frederick O. Terrell '82
Edward Thai '12
Chaitali Thakur '18
Devika Thapar '13
Katie M. Thatcher '19
Loic Andre Kader Thiam '20
Andre S. Thomas '15
Christopher J. Thomas '09
Jean-Michael Thomas '15
Susan E. Thomas '01
Alissa G. Thuotte Chin '16
John Frederick Thye '10
Saranjith Tiakawadane '13
James S. Tippets '16
Anthea N. Tjuanakis Cox '11
Lokesh Todi '14
Sharon C. M. Tong '01
Adam John Tonkinson '01
Donal M. Toole '97
Cristobal A. Torres Egana '03
Jennifer G. Traver '80
Ashlee L. Tran '15
Joel Harold Treisman '89
Karen T. Tsay '00
Dennis X. Tseng '14
Carol Tao '10
Ashley T. Tucker '16
Prem Tumkur '10
Teddy Torrance Turrentine '80
Donna M. Tuths '85
Paraj Tye '19
Kendall Tyson '17
Marshall E. Ungar '01
Sandra A. Urie '95
Stephen James Vaccaro '03
Vivek S. Vakil '16
Danny N. Van der Hout
YGELP '17
Caroline van der Merwe '20
Marco Adalberto Vandoni '08
Tyler S. Van Leeuwen '14
Gregg Vanourek '00
Alfredo Vara-Alonso '96
Carlos J. Vara-Alonso '96
Irina V. Vekselberg '05
Nicholas A. Velti '15
Arun Venkatesan '20
Phillip Scott Venticinque '96
Tito Vidaud '91
Jose Manuel Villalvazo '06
Ricardo I. Viteri Ramirez '14
Paula J. Volent '97
Yihana Von Ritter '19
Anh Vu '20
Manoj R. Wadhwa '19
Andrew J. Wakiyumu '97
David Delos Walker '93
Laura R. Walker '87
Lauren Walker '06
Seamus Patrick Walsh '06
Mark D. Walton '79
Matt Savage Walton III '78
Ada H. W. Wan '14
Derek S. Wang '99
Sheila Chen Wang '91
Zheng J. Wang '99
Michael E. Warady '17
M. Barton Waring '87
Allison T. Warren '86
Kelli Patricia Washington '06
Antonina L. Wasilewska '98
Daniele Weeks '96
Angie Y. Wei '20
Ellen B. Weinreb '98
Jonathan H. Weissberg '93
Daniel H. Weiss '85
Ann R. Welch '08
Diane S. Westerback '86
Daniel L. Westerhof '15
Scott D. Wharton '95
Jennifer L. White '18
Cara Whitehead '90
Kristina L. Whyte '19
Matthew J. Wick '00
Judy Liang Zhang '12
Kevin Y. Zhang '94
Wayne Zhang '96
Jie Zhang '16
Lei Zhang '02
Selina Zhang '04
Suyue Zhang '11
Steven D. Zimmerman '00
Steven Jay Zitzer '88
Jennifer N. Zoga '99
Abigail S. Zorn '18
Deborah M. Zurkow '87
Runqin Xu '15
Shaun Xue '13
Ge Yang '19
Kevin Ye '04
S. Shirley Yeung '93
Byron Ka Ho Yip '06
Helene S. York '88
Hiromi Yoshida '11
Saburo Yoshida '10
Andrea Zapata Sosa '14
Michael A. Zaroliinski '19
Charles A. Zelle '83
Gigi Zhang '15
Jin Zhang '16
Selma Zhang '04
Shuangyan Zhang '20
Feng Zhou '03
Yi Zhou '14
Zaizhi Zhu '17
Steven D. Zimmerman '00
Steven Jay Zitzer '88
Jennifer N. Zoga '99
Abigail S. Zorn '18
Deborah M. Zurkow '87
Rumundaka I. Wonodi '03
Frank T. Wohlgemuth '96
Sarah C. Wong '19
David Delos Walker '93
Laura R. Walker '87
Lauren Walker '06
Seamus Patrick Walsh '06
Mark D. Walton '79
Matt Savage Walton III '78
Ada H. W. Wan '14
Derek S. Wang '99
Sheila Chen Wang '91
Zheng J. Wang '99
Michael E. Warady '17
M. Barton Waring '87
Allison T. Warren '86
Kelli Patricia Washington '06
Antonina L. Wasilewska '98
Daniele Weeks '96
Angie Y. Wei '20
Ellen B. Weinreb '98
Jonathan H. Weissberg '93
Daniel H. Weiss '85
Ann R. Welch '08
Diane S. Westerback '86
Daniel L. Westerhof '15
Scott D. Wharton '95
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